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Colour With Me
Cindy Wilde, Felicity French, Hannah Davies (Illustrated By
Cindy Wilde, Felicity French, Hannah Davies)
Description
Colour With Me invites two friends to share the experience of creating beautiful pictures.
With pairs of beautiful pictures ready to colour, friends can complete each spread side by
side. There is space beneath each picture for the artist to sign their masterpiece.
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Colour With Me invites two people to share the experience of creating beautiful
pictures, side by side
Featuring pairs of beautiful pictures to colour which are different but share the same
theme, friends or parents and children can enjoy creating colouring masterpieces
together
In a large spiral bound format for side-by-side colouring, this book includes plates
beneath each picture for the artists to sign their work and look back on their shared
creations

Author Biography
Cindy Wilde (Author)
C indy Wilde makes simple, joyful, quirky designs using bold graphic shapes and blocks of
flat colour combined with areas of intricate pattern. All the elements within her work are
made by hand using acrylic paint, indian ink and simple print techniques. They are then
cut and reassembled to create the final piece.
Felicity French (Author)
Felicity lives in Surrey and works from home in her cosy studio. She studied illustration at
the Arts University C ollege Bournemouth and graduated in 2011. She has since pursued a
freelance career illustrating children's books and creating greeting card designs.
Felicity's illustrations are typically bright and colourful, often incorporating decorative
patterned elements. Her unique style is a fusion of watercolour and black fine-line pen
detail.
Felicity has worked on books, greeting cards and a number of acrylic paintings based on
well-known film characters.
In her spare time she enjoys distance running, making homemade products for her Etsy
shop, listening to music and drinking tea!
Hannah Davies (Author)
Hannah Davies is an award-winning Welsh based freelance designer and illustrator. She is
a fine-detail Surface Pattern Design specialist who draws on her love of nature for
inspiration, producing intricate work rich in texture and colour. C ombining illustrations and
pattern design, ‘I use my imaginative and detailed hand-drawing as a starting point. I
then develop this using my own vibrant watercolours and collage techniques creating
quirky stories and inspiring patterns’.
Hannah has worked with many design companies from all ends of the spectrum
contributing in design, publishing and advertising.
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